
Q1 With regards to the lecture "The History of Women in the Modern
Middle East", presented by Sara Farhan, please identify your level of

satisfaction with the following:
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Did not mention Israeli women's contribution other than Goda Meir 6/6/2017 9:42 PM

2 Giving background information was necessary but I felt it was too long. I would have preferred
more depth into the state of today's women, not a few decades ago.

5/26/2017 10:05 AM

3 Excellent presentation and topic 5/24/2017 8:48 PM

4 amazing delivery 5/24/2017 12:10 PM

5 women throughout history have had the "short end of the stick" so to speak but the future appears
brighter and she brought that out - the modern middle east still has a long way to go, but even little
steps are welcome and necessary

5/24/2017 12:09 AM

6 I found her far more interesting that I thought it would be 5/23/2017 1:14 PM

7 Incredible amount of information in such a short time. I was disappointed that many left at break
time. Also found members in the audience distracting.

5/21/2017 4:02 PM

8 Too much information at one time. 5/21/2017 1:01 PM

9 Excellent !! She is so informed and current. Learned a good deal of info. 5/20/2017 10:14 PM

10 Sara provided such insight on Muslim Women. I would have enjoyed learning more about the
history. She packed in so much information in such a short period of time, however, she presented
the information very well and it was very educational.

5/20/2017 6:56 PM
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11 I thought the speaker was rushed to give us all the information in the allotted time. It would be
better to have a second lecture on the subject as it was certainly very informative.

5/20/2017 5:25 AM

12 Definitely a learning experience and different perspective on the woman's place in Middle East
history.

5/19/2017 10:18 PM

13 It was a very interesting and enjoyable lecture 5/19/2017 9:54 PM

14 information overload; somewhat repetitious; too broad Focus on the 20th century with greater
depth on present day would have felt more relevant; more info on Israeli society would have been
appropriate too

5/19/2017 8:43 PM

15 Sara is a brilliant speaker who presented her extensive and very detailed information n a way that
was easy to listen to and understand.

5/19/2017 8:17 PM

16 She tried to cover too broad a topic and jumped around a lot. Hard to follow. She jumped back and
forward on her slides. It is an interesting topic but the content was all over the place.

5/19/2017 8:12 PM

17 excellent speaker 5/19/2017 6:13 PM

18 The topic was very interesting but too broad for a one hour lecture. I felt we were just getting to th
good stuff and th lecture was over. Have a series, or at least two lectures on these topics.

5/19/2017 6:11 PM

19 Knowledgeable and easy to listen too! Interesting topic for sure! 5/19/2017 6:03 PM

20 Speaking style is good but the content was sketchy and she tried to cover far too much time and
history. it tended to be too generalized. "Elite women" as no meaning without examples.

5/19/2017 5:46 PM

21 Too much info to try and be crammed into one hour. Our heads were spinning. She talked well,
was enthusiastic, and the topic was good. I think a smaller focus would have been better.

5/19/2017 5:38 PM

22 Very interesting topic but in the middle hard to connect the dots but speaker did a very good job 5/19/2017 5:10 PM

23 Wonderful topic and speaker. I'd like to see more topics on women's issues. Also, at the beginning
would u please ask people to turn off their cell phones. Very annoying to hear all those cell phones
going off.

5/19/2017 4:24 PM

24 Very enthusiastic and passionate about her subject; very knowledgeable, but lacked a certain
critical & analytical perspective; big on generalities

5/19/2017 3:36 PM

25 Good topic but she crammed an 8 hour course into just over an hour. would have been very
interesting to explore the many pieces in more depth

5/19/2017 3:20 PM

26 Sara is an outstanding speaker, both in her presentation skills and in her depth of knowledge. 5/19/2017 3:02 PM

27 The topic was very interesting and she was very knowledgeable. it was a lot of information and
she delivered it very well, however, at times it was hard to keep up....

5/19/2017 2:39 PM

28 It was far too dense. Too much info and difficult to retain 5/19/2017 2:33 PM

29 she is extremely knowledgeable on the topic and a very clear speaker as well. 5/19/2017 2:14 PM

30 Excellent speaker. Great info. A bit too much to take in for one hour. 5/19/2017 1:58 PM

31 Very interesting and informative talk be an excellent presenter. 5/19/2017 1:26 PM

32 Too complex a subject in too little time to absorb the content.. 5/19/2017 1:02 PM

33 To do her topic justice and make it comprehensible, Sara Farhan was facing the challenge of
packing a huge volume of content into a very small time slot. I felt somewhat overwhelmed and am
unfortunately left with remembering very little. Putting focus on a smaller section / region or time
period would have worked better for me, given the time restraint, and not because of lack of
interest.

5/19/2017 12:58 PM

34 Excellent speaker! Very hard topic to deliver in just over an hour. That being said, I noticed that
most people were bored after 45 min. It should have been less detailed.

5/19/2017 12:55 PM

35 Don't feel she really addressed the topic. More like a history lesson on the middle east. Issues she
raised affect all people not just women.

5/19/2017 12:49 PM

36 The best in the series. 5/19/2017 12:49 PM

37 fascinating and educational.....would like more time on this topic and topics like this 5/19/2017 12:34 PM
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38 Sara was excellent-fabulous presenter Topic was very informative and truly enjoyed Lots of
information-perhaps could have been split between 2 sessions

5/19/2017 12:22 PM

39 Interesting topic. Didn't totally adhere with her content but interesting to hear from her perspective 5/19/2017 12:19 PM

40 This was a huge topic which probably required multiple sessions. Sarah tried diligently to refine
her perameters.

5/19/2017 12:14 PM

41 I took away very little as there was way too much information packed in. She tired hard but she
needed more slides as well to keep attention. She spent too long on each one. It would be more
interesting if she focused more on current day women.

5/19/2017 12:07 PM

42 While speaker is very knowledgeable, the method of delivery was not engaging 5/19/2017 11:48 AM

43 A lot of information to absorb. 5/19/2017 11:46 AM

44 Excellent topic 5/19/2017 11:46 AM

Q2 Would you be interested in hearing Sara Farhan speak again in the
future on: 
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 If Israel is included 6/6/2017 9:42 PM

2 Sara has an awesome style of speaking and is very engaging. She is very obviously well-versed
on her topic. Top-notch!

5/24/2017 7:13 PM

3 Let's get a bit more real re "middle east women" and Jewish-Israeli women 5/24/2017 12:10 PM

4 perhaps including more about Israel and the conflict/progress being addressed 5/24/2017 12:09 AM

5 I feel she has a lot to offer on all aspects of the Middle East and I would be interested in hearing
her delve into other topics related to the Mid East as well as a more in depth discussion of the
same topic. There was a lot of info to digest in one lecture.

5/20/2017 10:34 PM

6 Please have her return and spend time discussing a different topic. 5/20/2017 10:14 PM

7 Opinions are so often shaped by Western views. It forces me to look at what I'm hearing and
seeing with a bit of a different lens.

5/19/2017 10:18 PM
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8 Would be very interested... 5/19/2017 9:54 PM

9 I would like Sara to return and discuss the Muslim religion/culture, ISIS, Palestinian/israeli conflict. 5/19/2017 8:17 PM

10 Jews Israel 5/19/2017 6:13 PM

11 Not quite in more depth but also adding to breadth. She had to focus on a few countries, and I
would like to hear more about life in modern middle east - including countries she didn't deal with.

5/19/2017 2:39 PM

12 Too much info in one time Fell asleep during talk in spite of interesting talk 5/19/2017 2:38 PM

13 Perhaps more info about the Jewish community in the ME not including Israel 5/19/2017 2:33 PM

14 I think she would do well with a series. 5/19/2017 1:58 PM

15 While it is intellectually a very interesting and worthwhile topic to learn about, my preferences are
practical topics that are directly applicable to our situation, here and now. Such as how to deal with
the aging brain, .... lack of affordable health care etc.

5/19/2017 12:58 PM

16 very knowledgeable and engaging and appreciated the "Youthfulness" in both the presentation
and content

5/19/2017 12:34 PM

17 Despite being enthusiastic and knowledgeable in her field, bit pedantic - too many bits and pieces
rather than an interesting, coherent presentation - saw several members of the audience dozing
off - presenter did not appear to "connect" well with audience

5/19/2017 12:00 PM

18 Would be nice to hear Sara speak again , but choose fewer topics and more in depth on those.
Loved to hear about strong women that helped shape their countries.

5/19/2017 11:55 AM

19 How isis evolved 5/19/2017 11:48 AM

Q3 Please feel free to comment on the organization of the event eg. the
lecture hall, registration process, lecture format, communication emails,

facebook page, etc.
Answered: 34 Skipped: 55

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Excellent 6/6/2017 9:42 PM

2 The slides were difficult to read due to the lack of a screen, which was broken. Too bad there was
not a backup available.

5/26/2017 10:05 AM

3 Thank you very much. 3 lectures have been stimulating and very well delivered. Organization of
the event has been excellent. Only issue although small has been the break after 1 hour and then
questions. Would prefer longer talk, no break.

5/24/2017 8:48 PM

4 Well organized. Prefer lecture-type seating. 5/24/2017 7:13 PM

5 all good I love that room 5/24/2017 12:10 PM

6 well organized in comfortable surroundings with good follow up 5/24/2017 12:09 AM

7 Great! 5/22/2017 10:24 PM

8 Very pleased with the whole experience 5/21/2017 4:08 PM

9 What happened to the screen? 5/21/2017 4:02 PM

10 Very Satisfied with the information 5/20/2017 6:56 PM

11 the stage was a little precarious. With Sara's speaking style moving around I was afraid she may
accidentally fall off!!

5/20/2017 5:25 AM

12 All excellent. The hall, the seating, the washrooms. I have no trouble hearing. Not sure why it's an
issue for some others.

5/19/2017 10:18 PM

13 Everything is well organized. Thank you. 5/19/2017 9:53 PM
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14 Very smooth. Very well organized and structured. 5/19/2017 8:17 PM

15 Very impressed with the organization of the lecture but would recommend a lapel microphone
instead of a hand held microphone.

5/19/2017 8:14 PM

16 Well done 5/19/2017 6:13 PM

17 Cannot sit and concentrate for more than an hour. Perhaps split the 2 hours into 3 parts? The last
two lectures could have been in 2 part sessions. That is, 2 x 2 hours each, because there was so
much to cover.

5/19/2017 5:46 PM

18 a few mic usage issues, but otherwise organization was fantastic 5/19/2017 3:36 PM

19 As always, the organization of the event is superb 5/19/2017 3:02 PM

20 Very dissatisfied with the jcc venue Chairs are incredibly bad for one's back when required to sit
for over 1 hour Bathrooms never seem to have proper supplies in spite of all these people
attending ( no hand towels prior to lecture ) Food service at jcc is incredibly inefficient and
problems with parking exiting Any possibility of getting a real theatre venue such as city playhouse
where seats are comfortable and front is easy to see

5/19/2017 2:38 PM

21 All good 5/19/2017 2:33 PM

22 Everything was very well done. 5/19/2017 1:58 PM

23 All good, well organized!! 5/19/2017 1:06 PM

24 Excellent! 5/19/2017 1:02 PM

25 very satisfied with organization and registration process and communication. Great lecture hall.
Having a Q & A period around break time and another at the end would allow more audience
interaction and engage us more thus prevent napping. .. Some people have only so much
tolerance to continuous listening. Would be nice to have the option to buy individual tickets, or at
least not the whole block. Some of us travel and are not always here, and some lectures are of
less interest to some people than to others.

5/19/2017 12:58 PM

26 Would be great if there was less talking during lecture also less cell phone use.Organization is
good and communication from you is excellent.

5/19/2017 12:49 PM

27 I'd like to see better control of getting people back after the break. The people who are back on
time should not be deprived of Q & A time because others would rather gossip with friends. I'd like
to have topics that have nothing to do with aging.

5/19/2017 12:49 PM

28 Wet well organized. Format of lecture, then Q & A is great. 5/19/2017 12:38 PM

29 I have found these lectures to be v. well organised. The lecture hall and registration process as
well as the pre and post communications v. satisfactory.

5/19/2017 12:29 PM

30 too cold in there the break was longer than 10 minutes even though it was said it would only be
ten minutes

5/19/2017 12:07 PM

31 The logistics of TLL appear to be running smoothly from the perspective of a subscriber - good
venue, good communication with subscribers, good organization on the day of presentation

5/19/2017 12:00 PM

32 Should have had a screen for slides 5/19/2017 11:52 AM

33 All above items excellent 5/19/2017 11:48 AM

34 Very well organized. 5/19/2017 11:46 AM

Q4 Overall, I would rate the lecture event on May 18th (History of Women
in the Modern Middle East) as:
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# ANY OTHER COMMENTS ON THE EVENT DATE

1 Cell phones continue to be a distraction. There always seems to be a few that go off. I observed a
few people using them, either texting or playing games! So rude.

5/26/2017 10:05 AM

2 informative and well presented 5/24/2017 12:09 AM

3 I was not interested 5/19/2017 6:13 PM

4 She is very knowledgeable but it was boring. A few people including myself fell asleep 5/19/2017 1:10 PM

5 Fair because of the presentation, not because of any logistics 5/19/2017 12:00 PM
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Q5 How likely would you be to recommend Thornhill Lifelong Learning to
friends and family?
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